However for 2000 years the Catholic church was at the forefront of anti-Semitism. Millions of Jews were killed because of the incitement of the Catholic Church who claimed that they are the real Israel that Jews forfeited their mantle and claim of the chosen people since they refuse to accept Jesus as the son of God. However such a thesis ignores the historical fact that the ancient Hindus claim that Chrishna is the son of the Hindu god born from a married virgin.

They ignore Buddah as the son from the Indian elephant god. They ignore Horus born from the Egyptian god. They ignore Herculus and Adonois the sons of Zues and Jupitor. They ignore Plato the son of Zues. Alexander the great the son of an Egyptian god. Thus if G-D was going to abandon the Jews because of their failure to believe in the true faith of G-d and his son. G-d had 2000 years earlier to abandon the Jews for not accepting Chrishna or Adonai or Herculis or Alexander or Plato or Buddah or Tamuz. G-d is fair. Why insist only on accepting Jesus?

There exist no original documents of the New Testament. In 1845 in the Sinai desert bible scholars discovered 1500 transcripts all, of them transcripts of transcripts. Each one contradicting the others. More than 80,000 eighty thousand variations have been found. There does not exist a single page without contradictions. From copy to copy the verses were understood differently by different authors. Each author advocated a different theological position. These manuscripts are called the Codex Sinaiticus written in the fourth century.

They also found another group of manuscripts that they named- the Codex Vaticanus that were written in the fourth century. The Codex Vaticanus contains 16,000 sixteen thousand corrections that can be traced back to seven people who corrected them. Many passages were altered.
three times and then replaced with a fourth text. Frederick Delitsch an outstanding Bible scholar found three thousand copying mistakes. See Miracles of the Gods by Erich Von Daniken page 53.

Now we can understand why the Catholic Church in one of the synods about 500 ACE crowned itself as the only channel in the universe with the authority of deciding as to the accurate text of the Old and New Testament. The Pope's pronouncements are infallible. Any one who questions the truth or legitimacy of such power is to be burned at the stake.

In the 1500s and 1600 the fires of the inquisition snuffed out hundreds of thousands of brave protestors. 15000 jews likewise were burned at the stake. All political protestors who differed with the Catholic Church who fought in the crusades were burned at the stake after a mock trial at the inquisition court.

Bruno a great Christian philosopher was burned at the stake on January 1 1600 as the sun was coming out. Galileo and Copernicus recanted their scientific theory that the earth and other planets revolve around the sun rather than around the earth because Catholic theology taught that all the planets and the sun revolve around the earth. Would they not recant they feared they would meet the same fate as Bruno.

Thus to oppose the Catholic Church one had to be a fool and suicidal unless you had an army to support you.

In the 1600s the armies of Germany England France Belgium Spain Portugal and Italy a combined total population of all these countries of four hundred million people conquered all of the North Central and South America the Indian Peninsula- India and Pakastine Australia Africa
having a combined population of two billion people. They killed hundreds of millions and enslaved all those who remained. Both the Catholics and Protestants would not sanction such crimes and carnage.

The European emperors searched for an other religion to sanction and white wash their crimes. They then created the Renaissance. They supported the philosophers professors of physics biology chemistry the humanists professors of historians who whitewashed all the crimes of the Europeans. The Europeans were right in conquering all these countries in order to teach the inferior stupid unlearned natives superior European culture. If they resisted they were to be killed. That is what the Europeans did. Yes, the naives were to be humbled and serve the Europeans.

The Renaissance movement attacked all the critical tenets of Christianity that Jesus never existed. Both the Catholic and the Protestant Churches were frauds. They were in the words of Marx and Engel" the opium of the masses.".

. They exposed the one thousand year lie of the Catholic Church that the Roman Emperor Constantine in 330 ACE donated the entire Roman Empire to the Catholic Church. Gregory the Great was both a Catholic Pope and emperor of the Roman Empire based on this fraud. The Catholics today concede that the Constantine Donation is a forgery.
Hitler and the Nazis merely followed up and crowned themselves as the super race destined by the gods to conquer and enslave the whole world. The Jews with their humanitarian creed were too smart. They outsmarted all their conquerors. Placing Jews in ghettos was not practical. Once and for all Jews had to be eliminated. The final solution was at hand with the support of all the Europeans who did every thing in their power to ensure that no Jew be saved.

Israeli Jews met with Eichman who agreed to release two million Jews who would travel to Spain to remain there until the end of the war. Francisco Franco dictator of Spain with Morono Jewish roots agreed to harbor the Jews. However Eichman demanded ten thousand trucks with coffee for the German army. Both Roosevelt and Churchill vetoed the plan. The two million Jews were killed.

The allies also refused to bomb the railroad lines leading to the concentration camps and death chambers, although allied bombers were flying in that direction anyway to bomb oil tankers used by the German army.
Pope Pius was silent. Would the Pope have excommunicated all the Nazis who kill Jews, Millions of Jews could have been saved.

Great Britain and the USA refused to let Jews escape to their country or territory that they controlled. Great Britain refused to let Jews enter Palestine. Millions of Jews could have been saved.

That is the reason Jews must fight to last man to save a Jewish Israel in all its historical borders Yehudal Shomron Gaza Golan and of course Jerusalem. Both the old and the new belong only to the Jews not the Palestinians.

Let all the Europeans and the third world powers all the UN the UN and UN Security Council and International law all go to hell.
God is fighting for us See Isaiah 11:4 "veshofot betzedek dalim vehochiach bemishor leaniye oretz vehiko ertetz beshevet piv uberuach sefosov yomis rashe. G-D WILL RENDER JUDGEMENT FOR THE POOR AND STAND UP FOR THE RIGHTS OF THE DOWNTRODDEN ; HE WILL STRIKE TO THE GROUND THE EVIL DOERS AND SMITE THEM WITH THE WIND OF HIS MOUTH."

The Catholic Church following the decision of Rome to crown them as the official religion of Rome from 325-600 ACE killed millions of Ebyonim and Gentile followers converted to the faith of the Ebyonim as well as the followers of the Arians who believed that Jesus is an Angel created by G-d. Jesus is not of the same substance as G-d.

Billions of Christians have been killed by other Christians in the last 1700 years. Roman Catholics killed Eastern Catholics and vice versa. Catholics killed Protestants and vice versa. Catholics killed Muslims and vice versa. Each generation witnessed blood letting with millions of corpses. Mostly Christians killing other Christians.

The blood letting generated the massacre of Roman Catholics by Eastern Orthodox in 1185. In 1210 the favor was repaid with the Roman Catholic armies destroying the Eastern Orthodox and the capture of